**Artificial Intelligence**

- Deep learning with Python / by Francois Chollet
  Shelter Island, New York : Manning Publications Co., 2018
  005.133 CHO (82135)
  [More information & To Reserve](#)

- Deep learning with R / by Francois Chollet ; with J.J. Allaire
  Shelter Island, NY : Manning Publications Co., 2018
  005.133 CHO (82154)
  [More information & To Reserve](#)

**Criminal Offences**

- Institutions, governance and the control of corruption / by edited by Kaushik Basu, Tito Cordella
  Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave macmillan, 2018
  364.16091724 BAS (82129)
  [More information & To Reserve](#)

**Data Mining**

- Big data : a very short introduction / by Dawn E. Holmes
  New York, NY : Oxford University Press, 2017
  005.7 HOL (82130)
  [More information & To Reserve](#)
E-Commerce

The age of cryptocurrency: how bitcoin and the blockchain are challenging the global economic order / by Paul Vigna and Michael J. Casey

332.42 VIG (82123 - 82128)

More information & To Reserve

Economics

Doughnut economics: seven ways to think like a 21st century economist / by Kate Raworth
London: Random House, 2017

330 RAW (82137)

More information & To Reserve

Fascism: a warning / by Madeleine Albright with Bill Woodward
London: William Collins, 2018

320.533 ALB (82138)

More information & To Reserve

Saving capitalism: for the many, not the few / by Robert B. Reich
London: Icon Books Ltd., 2016

330.973 REI (82139)

More information & To Reserve
Debt management in India / by Charan Singh
New York : Cambridge University Press, 2018

339.5230954 SIN (82152, 82153)

More information & To Reserve

Monetary policy / by Partha Ray
New Delhi : Oxford University Press, 2014

332.4954 RAY (82155 - 82163)

More information & To Reserve

Giving leadership away / Written and directed by Dan Jackson ; edited by Jack Donalsson
Hong Kong : Video Visions, n.d.

658.4092 JAC (D13574, D13575)

More information & To Reserve

Leader Madness / Written and directed by Dan Jackson ; edited by Jack Donalsson
Hong Kong : Video Visions, n.d.

658.4092 JAC (D13576, D13577)

More information & To Reserve
Entrepreneurship

The dynamics of entrepreneurial contexts: frontiers in European entrepreneurship research / edited by Ulla Hytti, Robert Blackburn, Silke Tegtmeier; In Association with the ECSB
Northampton, MA, USA: EE, Edward Elgar Publishing, 2018

338.04094 HYT (C) (82110)

More information & To Reserve

Perception, opportunity, and profit: studies in the theory of entrepreneurship / by Israel M. Kirzner
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979

338.5201 KIR (82136)

More information & To Reserve

Financial Economics

How the other half banks: exclusion, exploitation, and the threat to democracy / by Mehrsa Baradaran

332.10973 BAR (82140)

More information & To Reserve

Investigating the performance of Chinese banks: efficiency and risk features / by Yong Tan
[Place of publication not identified]: Palgrave macmillan, 201

332.10951 TAN (C) (82151)

More information & To Reserve
Insurance

Understanding insurance of health / by P. C. James
Bengaluru : PCJ Value Media Pvt. Ltd., 2017

368.382 JAM (82132)

More information & To Reserve

Understanding general insurance / by P. C. James
Bangalore : PCJ Value Media Pvt. Ltd., 2016

368 JAM (82133)

More information & To Reserve

Journalism

Making news in global India : media, publics, politics / by Sahana Udupa
New Delhi : Cambridge University Press, 2015

302.230954 UDU (82170)

More information & To Reserve

Literature

A dictionary of hindustani proverbs : including many Marwari, Panjabi, Maggah, Bhojpuri, and Tirhuti proverbs, sayings, emblems, aphorisms, maxims, and similes / by S.W. Fallon ; edited and revised by R.C. Temple ; assisted by Faqir Chand
Benares : E.J. Lazarus & Co., 1886

398.9914 FAL (82164)

More information & To Reserve
Management

Organising music: theory, practice, performance / edited by Nic Beech and Charlotte Gilmore
Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 2015

780.6 BEE (82117)

More information & To Reserve

Truth or truthiness: distinguishing fact from fiction by learning to think like a data scientist / Howard Wainer, National Board of Medical Examiners.
New York: Cambridge University Press, 2016

001.42 WAI (82118)

More information & To Reserve

20 minute manager / by Harvard Business Review

658.4 P14 (82141 - 82150)

More information & To Reserve

Management Accounting

Management Accounting / by M. S. Narasimhan
Delhi: Cengage, 2017

658.1511 NAR (82172 - 82174)

More information & To Reserve
Mathematics

Nonparametric estimation under shape constraints: estimators, algorithms, and asymptotics / by Piet Groeneboom, Geurt Jongbloed
New York, NY, USA: Cambridge University Press, 2014

519.54 GRO (82111)

More information & To Reserve

A basic course in measure and probability: theory for applications / by Ross Leadbetter, Stamatis Cambanis, Vladas Pipiras
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014

515.42 LEA (82114)

More information & To Reserve

The surprising mathematics of longest increasing subsequences / by Dan Romik
New York: Cambridge University Press, 2015

511.6 DAN (82115)

More information & To Reserve

Noise sensitivity of boolean functions and percolation / by Christophe Garban, Jeffrey E. Steif

530.13 GAR (82119)

More information & To Reserve
Probabilities and Applied Mathematics

Gaussian processes on trees : from spin glasses to branching Brownian motion / by Anton Bovier, University of Bonn, Germany
Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 2017

519.23 BOV (82112)

More information & To Reserve

Uniform central limit theorems / by R.M. Dudley
New York : Cambridge University Press, 2014

519.2 DUD (82113)

More information & To Reserve

Production Management

Decode and conquer: answers to product management interviews / by Lewis C Lin
Bellevue, WA : Impact Interview, 2013

658.50023 LIN (82134)

More information & To Reserve

Social Entrepreneurship

Social entrepreneurship and sustainable business models : the case of India / edited by Anirudh Agrawal and Payal Kumar
Cham : Springer international, 2018

338.040954 AGR (C) (82168)

More information & To Reserve
Social Media

Twitter and tear gas: the power and fragility of networked protest / Zeynep Tufekci.
London: Yale University Press, 2017

302.30285 TUF (82131)

More information & To Reserve

Social Welfare

The war on normal people: the truth about America's disappearing jobs and why universal basic income is our future / by Andrew Yang
New York, NY: Hachette Books, 2018

362.5820973 YAN (82122)

More information & To Reserve

Stochastic Models

Quantum stochastics / by Mou-Hsiung Chang
New York: Cambridge University Press, 2015

519.23 CHA (82120)

More information & To Reserve

Stochastic networks / by Frank Kelly, Elena Yudovina
Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 2014

384.0151922 KEL (82121)

More information & To Reserve
Transportation

Automated and autonomous spatial mobilities / by Aharon Kellerman
Northampton, MA : Edward Elgar Pub., 2018

388.3 KEL (C) (82108)

More information & To Reserve

How great cities happen: Integrating people, land use and transport / by John Stanley, Janet Stanley, Roslynne Hansen
Cheltenham, UK : Edward Elgar, 2017

307.76 STA (82109)

More information & To Reserve

Creating global opportunities : Maersk line in containerisation 1973-2013 / by Chris Jephson and Henning Morgen
Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 2014

387.5442065489 JEP (82116)

More information & To Reserve